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Image Gallery

Chef Ann Foundation (CAF) Logos

Videos:

1. Chef Ann Cooper - The Renegade Lunch Lady
   Shows the need for the Chef Ann Foundation, as well as the need to change the whole
   school food system. It’s a great overview for media looking to see what the foundation
   and background on Chef Ann Cooper.

2. Feed Our Future
   Shows the importance of the Chef Ann Foundation from the view of the children the
   foundation is helping. It’s a great way to show how these kids are impacted by CAF.

3. Real School Food Challenge
   Good explanation of the Real School Food Challenge; shows how challenging it can be to
   create healthy school food, and again enforces the importance of what Chef Ann and the
   CAF are doing.

4. Salad Bars Increase Students’ Access to Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
   This is a nice overview of why it’s important to have salad bars in schools.

5. Boulder Valley School District
   This video shows how the Chef Ann Foundation is unsuccessful in working with kids in the
   Boulder School District.
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